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Cyber security: Legal protections
and repercussions should mirror
that of a physical attack, they are
just as destructive.
The UK is a leading voice in the Cyber security world
on an international level. Weighing in on conversations
surrounding the upscaling of threats and attacks and
what we can do to sanction and control them.
Online safety and cyber security are very much a
global conversation and The Rt Hon Suella Braverman
QC MP discussed this in her speech this May at
Chatham House. Outlining States responses to security
threats.
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Fancy a listen?

We unpack this in our first insight, delving into how
cloud networks can be both a problem and solution.
Also featured this month, GDPR turns 4, the return of
InfoSecurity Europe, and much more!

In this issue:
Cloud based technologies the threat but also
the solution.
InfoSecurity Europe 2022. Conference for cyber
security. June 21st to 23rd , neuco will be there!
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Market Insights

Attorney General to set out the
UK’s position on cybersecurity and
international law

Conflict heightens cybersecurity
risks
3 ways organisations can improve readiness against
cyberattacks

The UK’s Attorney General sets out the UK’s position
on applying international law to cyberspace.

Read article
Read article

GDPR Turns 4

“FOLLINA”: Microsoft support
diagnostic tool 0-day vulnerability
being actively exploited

May 25, 2022, marked four years since GDPR
came into force. Here are four key takeaways on
the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulations.

Vulnerabilities with some of the key players and what
they are doing to combat these attacks.

Read article

Read article

Hype Doesn’t Last. Great
Cybersecurity Does

Stronger Together – InfoSecurity
Europe

When assessing your cybersecurity needs for
enterprise environments, Vectra suggest looking
beyond the hype.

InfoSecurity Europe is the meeting place for the
industry’s finest minds, this year it is running from
21st – 23rd June 2022 at London’s Excel Centre.
neuco will be in attendance!

Read article

Read article
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